
1IntrodutionNatural Dedution is a logial system designed by Gentzen in theearly 30's on an attempt to reate a dedutive system more ompatiblewith mathematial reasoning. Afterwards, Prawitz improved this system byformalizing the idea of normal form derivations to minimal, lassial andintuitionisti logi and proved normalization for these systems.Intuitionisti logi is a sublogi of the lassial logi and it is the logialounterpart of onstrutivism. Its basi operators (∧,→,∨, ∃, ∀) and onstant(⊥) are not interde�nable and form a omplete set for any intuitionistioperator. Intuitionisti logi is also related to omputable funtions proposedby Curry and Shön�nkel under the name of ombinatorial logi.Category Theory an be found in areas suh as Mathematis and Com-puter Siene. A ategory is omposed of objets (that an be sets, theories,programs...) and arrows (or morphisms) that represent relations between theseobjets. Objets are de�ned up to isomorphism but between the arrows therelation is of equality. If the equalities were also replaed by natural isomor-phisms ategorial struture would be muh riher. With this in mind, ate-gorists have developed what is known as 2-Category Theory. In a 2-ategory,besides the objets and the arrows, there are arrows between these arrows. Atypial example of a 2-ategory has ategories for objets, funtors for arrowsand natural transformations for arrows between arrows.Natural Dedution for intuitionisti logi an be seen as a ategory whoseobjets are formulas and whose arrows are derivations. In this relationship,equivalent derivations are viewed as the same derivation, that is, redutions arenot expliitly represented. The theory that relates Category to Proof Theoryis usually known as Categorial Logi. If we expand suh a notion to relateProof Theory to 2-Category Theory we would use the arrows between arrows torepresent redutions, enabling us to use di�erent arrows to represent equivalentderivations.In this dissertation we ompare the 2-ategorial with the 1-ategorial
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2-ategory and Proof Theory 9view of Proof Theory. We also investigate how strutural rules behave underthese interpretations. As the name indiates it, strutural rules work on theglobal struture of a derivation.In hapter 2 we introdue the system we relate to Category Theory(whose formulation is strongly based on Prawitz's ((14) and (15))) and someproperties needed to relate it with 2-Category Theory. We also present a shorthistorial bakground on the Curry-Howard Isomorphism. This isomorphismrelates Natural Dedution and typed λ-Calulus but the isomorphisms betweentyped λ-Calulus and Category Theory and between Category Theory andNatural Dedution for intuitionisti logi are sometimes also known by thisname.In hapter 3 we introdue Category Theory and show its relation to theNatural Dedution for intuitionisti logi. In hapter 4 we introdue 2-CategoryTheory and show its relation to Natural Dedution for intuitionisti logi andin the onlusion we disuss the results presented in the earlier hapters andpoint out further researh.
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